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Across 

1. King that established colonies around the Congo River in Central Africa in order  

   to profit financially. 

3. Indian group that demanded a share in the governing process. 
4. Nobel Prize winning Indian author. 

8. Indigenous people who battled the Boers in South Africa. 
9. He gave in to political pressure for Germany to become a colonial power in  

    Africa. 
11. Canal in Central America that opened in 1914. 

12. The conference that created guidelines for the colonization of Africa. 
14. ______ diplomacy, or the policy of joining a country's economic and foreign  

     policy interests. 
16. Canal that connected the Mediterranean and Red Seas. 

18. Colonial government in which local rulers keep their positions of authority. 

20. He promoted Western learning, maintained friendly relations with major  
      European powers, and prevented Thailand from falling under colonial rule. 

22. During the Napoleonic Wars, the country that seized Cape Town and the  
      surrounding lands from the Dutch. 

23. A governor who ruled as a representative of a monarch. 

Down 

2. Colonial rule in which local officials are replaced by officials from the  

   colonizing country. 
5. He led an ultimately unsuccessful movement for independence in the  

    Philippines. 
6. Henry Stanley stayed in Africa after ____ died. 

7. He established the colony of Singapore. 
8. Mexican leader that redistributed land from wealthy Mexican landowners to  

    landless peasants. 
10. British explorer who helped develop the Congo River basin. 

12. The descendants of the original Dutch settlers who occupied Cape Town and  

      surrounding areas in South Africa since the seventeenth century. 
13. He seized power in Egypt in 1805 and established a separate Egyptian  

     state. 
15. Europeans were interested in West Africa for their ____. 

17. Indian tax collectors employed by the British. 
19. Man who set British policy in South Africa in the 1880s. 

21. Leader of a revolt in Cuba against Spanish rule, which began events that  

      led to the Spanish-American War. 
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